Campaign Urges Patients To Speak Up For Safer Surgery
Looking For A Place To Retire? Try Your Own Backyard
(NAPSA)—For some people,
retirement means golf, beachcombing, going back to school, or
simply enjoying the leisure time
they never had.
For others, it’s a chance to
finally devote time to their
favorite passion or hobby. These
are the people who will tell you
they are busier in retirement than
they were when they worked. The
difference is that they now spend
their time doing what they always
wanted to do.
Busy and active retirees often
need a place to pursue their passion, and for many, that means
putting up a new outbuilding on
their property.
There are a lot of reasons why
retirees put up buildings, and
some of them are downright practical! For example:
It Makes Sense Financially
It’s hard to lose money on a high
quality outbuilding. A good structure always adds value and appreciates along with your home, and
interest rates are still at all-time
lows. If you want to finance a building, chances are your bank will do
it, or you can use a home equity
loan.
You Can Protect Your
Retirement “Toys”
If you have a boat, RV, golf
cart, lawn-care equipment, a classic car, or even an airplane, a steel
building will protect it from sun,
rain, dirt, and other elements that
can damage these investments.
De-clutter Your Home and
Your Garage
An outbuilding can help you
free up room in your basement,
storage room, and garage. Many
people find that their building
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A new building at the old address
can be a great place to pursue a
hobby.
gives them back lots of room in
their home, which they can convert to a new recreation room,
bedroom, den, or whatever..
It’s an Economical Alternative
to Conventional Living Space
Many retirees are choosing to
utilize steel buildings as their primary or secondary residence.
Dick Dekker, President of Miracle
Steel Structures says that people
have figured out that steel buildings provide a lot of square
footage for not a lot of money.
“Some people are using our buildings for cabins or warm-weather
getaways, while others are
putting up our larger buildings
for their primary residence,” says
Dekker.
You Can Even Build It Yourself
Some metal buildings, including those made by Miracle Steel
Structures are specifically
designed to be built by “regular”
people. No special tools are
required and there is no cutting or
welding of metal.
Simply put, there are good reasons to put a new building on your
property. To learn more, visit
www.miracletruss.com or call
1-888-436-3129.

(NAPSA)—Americans may love
to chew the fat, but these days
many people are looking to trim
the fat as well.
That’s because more than 65
million people in this country are
considered obese, and weightrelated health problems, such as
high blood pressure and type II
diabetes, are on the rise.

Lean, low-sodium deli meats can
be a terrific part of just about any
weight-loss program.
Fortunately, there are certain
foods that are easy to incorporate
into a healthy weight-loss program, no matter whether you’re
counting calories or just cutting
carbs. One example is lean deli
meat from Dietz & Watson.
More than 50 of the company’s
varieties exceed USDA/FDA guidelines for healthy food, and they
provide a high-protein/low-carbohydrate benefit for people following such programs as Atkins and
South Beach. In addition, these
meats are low in sodium, making
them “heart smart” as well.
Dietz & Watson premium deli
meats can be found in supermarkets and delicatessens in 42 states.
To learn more, visit the Web site at
www.dietzandwatson.com.

(NAPSA)—There are five questions every patient should ask
before surgery—and knowing the
answers to these questions could
save your life.
Government reports show surgical infections and medical
errors occur at alarming rates in
hospitals across the U.S. A new
educational initiative called the
Smarter Patient Campaign is
encouraging patients to become
more actively involved in the
decisions that impact the safety
of their health care. The campaign is arming patients with
critical questions to ask before
surgery and with resources to get
accurate health information.
“More informed patients are
more positive patients and have
better outcomes,” said Sheila
Allen, a registered nurse and
spokesperson for the Smarter
Patient Campaign. “Unfortunately, many patients do not get
the information they need. The
Smarter Patient Campaign is a
great way to encourage patients to
become active partners in their
medical care, right alongside their
doctor and nurse.”
Here are the questions every
patient should ask before surgery:
1. Are There Other Treatment
Options for My Condition? Your
surgeon should be able to tell you
what all of your treatment options
are, and why he or she is recommending a certain procedure.
2. Will a Registered Nurse
(RN) Be Present in the OR
During My Surgery? The role of
a registered professional nurse in
the operating room is an important part of health care.
3. Will Reprocessed Disposable Instruments Be Used In
My Surgery? Some hospitals
reprocess and reuse disposable
instruments on multiple patients,

A new campaign helps empower
patients to ask critical questions
before surgery.
even though they were made for
use on one patient only. Every
patient has the right to insist that
only new instruments are used
during their surgery. Patients can
download a patient declaration
form to take to their doctor at
www.smarterpatient.com.
4. Am I Receiving the Right
Medication? Make sure your
physician knows about all of the
medicines you are taking, including over-the-counter drugs, herbs
and supplements.
5. How Will The Surgeon
Verify He or She is Performing
the Right Surgery On the
Right Place On My Body?
Wrong-site surgery accounts for
nearly one-fifth of undesirable
events in the hospital setting. Ask
the operating surgeon to mark the
area that is to be operated upon
on the day of surgery.
Find out more information
about these critical questions,
preparing for surgery, choosing
a surgeon and what to expect
during recovery by visiting
www.smarterpatient.com.

Finding A Job Is Easier In A Growth Industry
(NAPSA)—When it comes to
job growth, one of the healthier
sectors is said to be health care
jobs. The Department of Labor
predicts a 25 percent increase in
the number of health care jobs by
the year 2010, with 13 percent of
all job growth in the health care
field.
The greatest increase in jobs,
says the Bureau of Labor Statistics, is expected to be for registered nurses—an increase of
623,000 jobs. The number of
home health aides, home care
aides, medical assistants and
physical therapy assistants is
also expected to increase.
If you’re looking for a health
care job, you may want to follow
some advice from the experts at
Interim HealthCare.
• Know yourself, your career
goals and objectives.
• Know what you want and
what you don’t want.
• Review and update your
resume. Clearly and precisely
summarize your education, skills
and experience.
• Know your career goals—
why have you applied to this
employer?
• Know the employer, including their customers and competitors. Be prepared to ask questions. What are their future
plans and business strategies?
• Make sure your workplace
image and presentation are conservative, professional and
appropriate.
• Discuss only the positive
aspects of your previous work
experience.
• If additional training, certification or education is valued,
find out what, why and where it

***
The greatest good you can do
for another is not just share
your riches, but reveal to them
their own.
—Benjamin Disraeli
***

The Bureau of Labor Statistics
expects an increase of 623,000
jobs for registered nurses.
is suggested you attend.
• Network—learn to do it
well.
• Be your professional self.
Information about a variety of
opportunities, job-hunting tips
and supplemental courses can be
found on the Interim HealthCare
Web site. Job hunters can also
apply online.
Interim is the nation’s largest
combined provider of home care
and supplemental health care
staffing. Their staffing assignments range from pediatrics to
senior care. Those in the field
have a choice of a series of shortterm assignments or the stability
of a long-term assignment. Flexibility, combined with rewarding,
satisfying work is one reason the
health care field has become so
popular.
For more information, visit
www.interimhealthcare.com.

***
My heroes are the ones who survived doing it wrong, who made
mistakes, but recovered from
them.
—Bono
***

***
Before I met my husband, I’d
never fallen in love, though I’d
stepped in it a few times.
—Rita Rudner
***
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A New Approach To Men’s Health Problems
(NAPSA)—A growing number
of men are looking for ways they
can improve their health and prevent or delay the onset of a number of life-threatening conditions.
Many are embracing changes
in lifestyle that include more exercise and a healthier diet. For others, however, this is not enough.
Their preventive strategies may
include taking a nutritional supplement designed to address a
particular male health problem.
One such problem is an enlarged prostate. The prostate
starts to enlarge around the age of
40. Non-cancerous prostate growth
—what’s known as Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia, or BPH—is
known to weaken urination control and require help.
While some men have benefited
from taking supplements that feature vitamin E or selenium, one of
the newest approaches is to combine vitamin E and selenium with
other ingredients that can reduce
risks of prostate cancer up to 66
percent.
One such product is called
Malegard. Manufactured and sold
by Lifespan Health Products, it
contains several types of vitamin
E, selenium, zinc, beta-sitosterol
(the active ingredient in saw palmetto), lycopene and Activin.
In a recent study, over a third
of the users of Malegard reported
increased urination control. Over
half of those tested also reported
lower PSA levels.

Dr. Ross Z. Pierpont. “A combination of supplements can promote
prostate health.”
PSA (Prostate Specific Antigen)
is usually considered the best
marker available today to indicate
that prostate cancer may exist.
A PSA level of up to 4.0 ng/ml
is generally considered “normal.”
In the test, nearly one-third of the
users of the product maintained a
PSA below 2. Over 40 percent
reported PSAs below 3.
The formula for the combination
of supplements was developed by
Ross Z. Pierpont, M.D. Pierpont is
the former chief of surgery at a
teaching hospital, taught anatomy
at the University of Maryland Medical School and is the author of the
book “Never, Never, Ever Give Up.”
To learn more, visit the Web
site at www.gempro.com.

